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Abstract

Node architectures in wireless sensor networks of-
ten have to balance ultra-low-power idling, with an
occasional need for high performance, due in part to
the sporadic nature of the phenomena they usually
monitor. Higher performance processors, with more
computing resources, peripherals, and larger on-chip
memories, typically also have larger idle power dissi-
pation. Existing node platforms employing off-the-
shelf microcontrollers target one point in a tradeoff
space, and are either resource constrained and low
power, or are high performance and less power effi-
cient.

Rather than employing a single processor imple-
mentation that is limited to one point in the trade-
off space, an alternative approach is the use of
multi-microcontroller designs. This is feasible since
many sensor network applications have a fair amount
of coarse-grained parallelism, ranging from proto-
col stack pipeline parallelism to event-level concur-
rency. Motivated by these observations, and by re-
cent attempts in the research literature to develop
programming models, language implementations,
and system software for platforms consisting of net-
works of resource-constrained computing elements,
a hardware platform, Ladon, was developed. The
platform implements a miniature reusable multi-
microcontroller module for use in wireless sensor net-
work research. This paper presents the system archi-
tecture of the Ladon processor module and evaluates
its hardware implementation.

1 Introduction

Due to the need to operate for long periods with-
out replenishment of their energy resources, wire-
less sensor network node platforms employ energy-
efficient designs. The power dissipation of a node
platform consists of many parts, from the radio in-

terface which usually dominates, to the system’s pro-
cessing element and sensors. As they are often
used to monitor infrequently occurring phenomena,
nodes spend a majority of their lifetime idle, typically
in one or more low-power-dissipation sleep modes.
Upon the occurrence of an event, e.g., detection of
sudden temperature elevation in a fire monitoring
application, they must immediately transition to a
state where they may perform a significant amount
of processing and communication. The process-
ing tasks in such situations may range from simple
control decisions, to the execution of complex algo-
rithms for processing the signals from sensors.

The two modes of operation — deep sleep and
heavy computation — are in some ways at odds with
each other. On one hand, reducing the power dis-
sipated during sleep requires a minimization of the
processor integrated circuit size1, to reduce leakage
power dissipation. On the other hand, providing high
performance computation requires more sophisti-
cated architectures implemented in a greater num-
ber of transistors, larger on-chip memories, and so
on. Such designs however have a larger idle power
dissipation. This is due to a combination of the use
of smaller process geometries and their associated
lower process threshold voltages and higher leakage,
as well as to the use of larger numbers of transis-
tors. To illustrate, Table 1 shows the operating volt-
age range, minimum sleep mode power consump-
tion, and theoretical maximum instruction through-
put for a representative selection of state-of-the-art
embedded processors. In the table, the sleep mode
shown for a given architecture is the lowest-power
mode at which it retains executing program state.
Figure 1 shows the data from Table 1 extrapolated to
systems employing multiples of each processor im-
plementation, assuming applications can be made to

1For a given implementation process technology and circuit-
level techniques such as the use of multiple threshold voltages,
body-biasing, and high-K dielectrics.
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Table 1. Trends in peak performance versus idle power for a spectrum of contemporary 8–32-bit
microcontrollers. Performance characteristics of the theoretical maximum instruction throughput

is shown normalized to the performance of an 8-bit architecture, with the simplifying assumption

of 16- and 32-bit architectures having twice and quadruple the instruction throughput of an 8-bit,
architecture respectively.

Microcontroller Operating Voltage Range Min. State-Retention Normalized Max. Performance

Sleep Current

Freescale MC9S08GT60 (HCS08) 1.8 V–3.6 V 0.02 µA @ 2 V, 25 ◦C 20 M instrs. / s

ATMEL ATMEGA128L 2.7 V – 5.5 V 0.2 µA @ 3.3 V, 25 ◦C 16 M instrs. / s
Microchip PIC18F2X1X 2.0 V – 5.5 V 0.1 µA @ 3.3 V, 25 ◦C 10 M instrs. / s
TI MSP430F2274 1.8 V–3.6 V 0.1 µA @ 2.2 V, 25 ◦C 16×2 M instrs. / s

TI MSP430F1611 1.8 V–3.6 V 0.2 µA @ 2.2 V, 25 ◦C 8×2 M instrs. / s
Microchip PIC24FJ128GA010 2.0 V – 3.6 V 3.0 µA @ 2.0 V, 25 ◦C 16×2 M instrs. / s
ATMEL AT91SAM7S256 (ARM7) 1.85 V core, 3.3 V I/O 38.3 µA, 25 ◦C 55×4 M instrs. / s
Freescale i.MX31 (ARM11) 1.65 V core, 3.3 V I/O 250 µA, 25 ◦C 532×4 M instrs. / s

take advantage of the multiple processing elements.
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Figure 1. Visualization of trends in peak per-

formance versus idle-power dissipation for a
selection of contemporary microcontrollers.

The overlaid lines correspond to the extrap-
olated idle power-performance points, that

would be attained when employing multiple

processing elements of a given type.

From Figure 1 and Table 1, it can be seen that low-
performance microcontrollers, such as the HCS08
family of devices, typically have much lower idle
power dissipation than high performance microcon-
trollers. The difference in this sleep mode power
dissipation, between the lowest power dissipation
(HCS08) and highest performance (AT91SAM7S and
i.MX31) microcontroller in Table 1, is between three
and four orders of magnitude2.

2Although in general, the higher performance architectures

These observations motivate the investigation of
a middle ground between the extremes in the idle-
power versus high-performance tradeoff space — a
performance-scalable architecture, capable of deliv-
ering both low idle power and high performance.
Ideally, such an architecture would provide com-
putation resources (e.g., multiple processor cores)
as needed, shutting down resources when they are
not needed, within a single integrated circuit. With
appropriate care, the benefits of such an architec-
ture can be gained even with a printed-circuit-board
(PCB) multi-microcontroller implementation.

In practice, the benefits of such systems will de-
pend on the ability to construct efficient intercon-
nect topologies for such designs, with low implemen-
tation cost, low hardware overhead, and high per-
formance. In addition to the advantages of differ-
ent architectures apparent from Table 1, the choice
of which microcontroller to use as the basis for such
a system will be influenced by system considerations
such as the availability of high speed communication
interfaces. Lastly, the performance of the resulting
system will depend on the ability of software to take
advantage of the hardware resources.

To explore these ideas of multi-microcontroller,
performance-scalable sensor node platforms, we de-
signed and implemented a reusable processor mod-
ule, Ladon3, for use in wireless sensor network appli-
cations. The research was motivated by the foregoing
observations, and by recent attempts in the literature
to develop programming languages and system soft-

have higher idle power consumption, the Freescale i.MX31
processor implementation provides a better performance-idle
power tradeoff than the ATMEL AT91SAM7S256 and Microchip
PIC24FJ128GA010 implementations.

3Ladon is a multi-headed dragon from Greek mythology.
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ware [8] for networks of resource-constrained pro-
grammable elements. The Ladon processor mod-
ule comprises 24 low-power microcontrollers inter-
connected in an efficient topology. The intercon-
nect forms a directed graph to facilitate the low-
power idling of nodes until they have incoming com-
munications. The network topology is a degree-2
Kautz network topology [12], which has many prop-
erties making it suitable for hardware implementa-
tions such as the work described in this paper. By
intelligently mapping the logical interconnect topol-
ogy to the built-in hardware resources of the com-
ponent microcontrollers, the implementation is re-
alized with minimal software overhead, and without
the need for additional logic outside the 24 proces-
sors. Following an overview of related research in
Section 2, an overview of the system architecture is
presented in Section 3. Section 4 details the hardware
realization of the architecture, and Section 5 presents
an evaluation of its performance. The paper con-
cludes in Section 6 with a summary and directions
for future research.

2 Related Research

A large variety of wireless sensor node plat-
forms have been developed over the last decade.
These platforms encompass the range from minia-
ture nodes, usually employed for application-specific
purposes [11, 28, 19], to general purpose resource-
constrained platforms [11, 20], to high performance
node platforms [3, 16, 1, 14, 7].

To enable the construction of customized node
platforms from a standardized set of components,
a number of modular sensor node architectures
have been proposed [24, 21, 13, 2, 4, 15]. While
some of these modular architectures employ mul-
tiple processing elements, either to enable power-
performance tradeoffs [24, 15], or to facilitate com-
munication over a high-speed interconnect bus [13],
the number of processing elements they incorporate
is always small, with the most processing elements
being four [13]. In contrast to these platforms, the
work described in this paper focuses on a reusable
multi-processor module, that may be used as the
basis either for a monolithic performance-adaptive
sensor platform, or as part of a modular system ar-
chitecture. Unlike in modular platforms, in which
the goal is to be able to employ an interchangeable
set of general-purpose modules (sensor modules, ra-
dio modules, processing modules, and so on), the
focus of the work presented in this paper is on a
performance-scalable processing engine. Unlike in
modular platforms where shared multi-drop buses
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Figure 2. Functional organization of Ladon

module system architecture.

are used for communication, to enable easy inter-
change of peripheral modules, the design of a self-
contained processing module does not require such
flexibility, and we employ a dedicated point-to-point
communication interconnect.

The use of computational platforms with multi-
ple processors in resource constrained systems has
recently begun to gain interest. The current state-
of-the art in such processing platforms is the Pro-
peller microcontroller from Parallax [18], which con-
tains eight processing elements communicating over
a time-division-multiplex bus. To address the com-
putation challenges peculiar to wireless sensor net-
works, several custom processor architectures [5, 10]
as well as custom processor implementations [27]
have been developed. The work presented in this pa-
per provides a concrete platform that demonstrates
the possibilities of multi-core architectures for low-
power resource constrained systems such as sen-
sor networks. While not a single-chip implemen-
tation like the Propeller, it provides more flexibility
than Propeller as a research tool, as the interconnect
topology it employs has many graph-theoretic prop-
erties that enable its use in emulating many others.

3 System Architecture

The Ladon processor module consists of a net-
work of 24 low-power microcontrollers, intercon-
nected in a fixed network topology4; the functional

4In what follows, the terms microcontroller, processor, process-
ing element, node and vertex will be used interchangeably if the
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organization of the system is illustrated in Figure 2.
The processors communicate over multiple point-to-
point links rather than a shared bus, increasing inter-
processor communication bandwidth, and minimiz-
ing the number of processors that may be woken up
by, or may need to monitor, ongoing communica-
tions. The multiple point-to-point links are in the
form of a Kautz network topology [12], which has
many properties making it a good match for hard-
ware implementations of low-latency, fault-tolerant
interconnect networks.

The following section provides an overview of
Kautz network topologies and their properties, in the
context of the implementation presented in this pa-
per. Section 3.2 follows, with an overview of the map-
ping of edges in the topology to hardware interfaces
on each of the 24 processors in the Ladon module.
The ability of all processing elements to remain in
their lowest-power modes until they must engage in
computation or communication, made possible by
properties of the topology and its mapping to hard-
ware in our implementation, is described in Sec-
tion 3.3. It is followed in Section 3.4 by a descrip-
tion of the efficient and deterministic inter-processor
communication made possible by the Kautz topol-
ogy.

3.1 Kautz Networks

A Kautz network topology is a directed graph (di-
graph), G = (V, E) with vertex set V and edges E.
The vertices correspond to computation nodes (in
our case, to processors in the Ladon module), and
the edges correspond to communication links (in our
case, interconnection links in the module hardware).
A Kautz digraph, K(d, k) is degree-regular with degree
d (all nodes have the same degree or number of neigh-
bors, d) and a diameter (maximum distance between
any pair of vertices) of k. A Kautz network K(d, k) has
N = dk + dk−1, ∀d, k ∈ N nodes.

Each node in the graph can be given a label, a
string of length k, taken from the alphabet S =
{0, . . . , d}, with no two adjacent letters in the label
being identical. Thus, for example, for a K(2, 2) Kautz
network (Figure 3), valid node labels are {01, 02, 10,
12, 20, 21}, however00, 11 and 22 are not valid node
labels (two adjacent letters in the string are identical).

The neighbors at the end of outgoing edges of a
node in the graph topology can be determined by
shifting its leftmost letter out, and shifting in a new
rightmost letter, obeying the letter adjacency rules.
Thus, for example, the node with label 10 in Figure 3

intention is clear from the context.

01
10

12

02
20

21

Figure 3. A K(2, 2) Kautz network. It has a di-
ameter (maximum distance between any pair

of nodes) of two, and contains at least two

disjoint (non-overlapping) paths between any
pair of nodes.

has outgoing edges to 01 and 02. Similarly, the node
10 has incoming edges from 21 and 01. These prop-
erties for constructing the network topology admit
simple methods for routing data in a Kautz topology,
as will be detailed in Section 3.4.

Table 2 compares properties of Kautz networks to
those of other commonly used interconnect topolo-
gies, such as fully-connected networks (all nodes di-
rectly connected), trees, meshes and linear arrays
(a form of which is used in the Propeller microcon-
troller [18]). For a given number of nodes (and hence
a given peak-performance versus idle power tradeoff
point for a multi-microcontroller system, Figure 1),
the diameter is an indicator of the worst-case inter-
node communication latency. Similarly, the edge bi-
section bandwidth, the number of edges (links) that
must be deleted to divide the topology into two non-
communicating halves, is an indicator of the capacity
of the network to support random communication
patterns.

Kautz networks have many interesting properties
which make them well suited for interconnection
networks, particularly when employing a hardware
implementation of the network topology:

• All nodes in the Kautz network have the same de-
gree. This makes mapping the network topology
to a hardware implementation uniform.

• In contrast to, say, a fully connected topology,
Kautz topologies admit easy mapping to a two-
dimensional layout with non-intersecting links.

• A Kautz network K(d, k) has a diameter of k.
Low diameter means a low worst-case number of
hops when nodes that are not direct neighbors
must communicate.
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Table 2. Comparison of the properties of Kautz networks against a range of other commonly-used
network topologies.

Topology Number of Nodes Diameter Edge Bisection Bandwidth

Linear array N N − 1 1
Tree N log(N) 1

Mesh N 2 ·
“√

N − 1
” √

N

Kautz K(d, k) N = dk + dk−1,∀d, k ∈ N k (See[22] for bounds)
Fully connected N 1 N2/4

• For any Kautz network K(d, k), there are d

non-overlapping paths between any two nodes.
This provides fault tolerance, and may also
be employed to improve performance, e.g., by
splitting outgoing communications over non-
overlapping paths.

• Next-hops in routes can be computed easily,
in constant time, from current and destination
node labels.

• Efficient one-to-all and all-to-all broadcast, as
well as all-to-all scatter algorithms exist for
Kautz networks [23]. This facilitates the efficient
implementation of many programming mod-
els over a network of processing elements con-
nected thereby.

• Kautz networks have a high edge bisection band-
width.

The Ladon module employs a K(2, 4) topology
(Figure 4), to best match the number of communi-
cation interfaces (two hardware and two software se-
rial peripheral interface (SPI) ports) available on the
component microcontrollers employed in the imple-
mentation. The topology has a maximum of 4 inter-
mediaries between any two processing elements.

3.2 Link architecture, and mapping Kautz
topology to hardware

The nodes in the logical Kautz topology shown in
Figure 4 correspond to processing elements in the
Ladon module, and links were mapped to commu-
nication interfaces on the processing elements.

Each processing element is a TI MSP430F2274 mi-
crocontroller, with 32 kB of flash memory and 1 kB of
RAM. The flash memory may be used for both code
and data storage, and programs can be executed
while resident in flash (with program variables resid-
ing in RAM). This particular member of the MSP430
family was chosen because it provided the best trade-
off of available computing and memory resources to
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2121

Figure 4. Logical interconnection topology

of the 24 processing elements in the Ladon
module.

package size (6 mm×6 mm). Small package size and
number of pins were important to be able to em-
ploy a large number of processing elements, while at
the same time keeping the size of the overall mod-
ule small. The use of a member of the product family
with a smaller pin count also had the added benefit of
having slightly smaller idle/leakage power consump-
tion than larger members of the MSP430 family.

To determine a placement of the processing el-
ements that minimized the length of the intercon-
nect lines between any two processing elements
in the hardware implementation, the logical node
interconnections were provided as input to the
HighDimensionalEmbedding algorithm in Math-
ematica. This algorithm embeds the logical graph
topology in a higher-dimensional space, followed by
projection to a two-dimensional space [9]. While it
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in practice provides worse results than other graph-
layout algorithms for many common graphs, we
found it to provide the best placement of nodes for
mapping to a circuit layout with non-intersecting
edges.

The edges in the Kautz network were mapped in
hardware to serial peripheral interface (SPI) commu-
nication ports. Compared to other communication
interfaces such as inter integrated circuit commu-
nication (I2C), which provides typical communica-
tion data rates of 400 kb/s, SPI can provide bit rates
of up to 10 Mb/s. The performance of all such in-
terface technologies is however limited by the elec-
trical properties of the communication links, in par-
ticular, the capacitance and hence the length of the
interconnect wires. Each edge in the logical topol-
ogy graph was mapped to a separate SPI port (i.e.,
point-to-point links) to reduce the load capacitance
on each wire. Outgoing edges in the graph were
mapped to SPI master configurations, while incom-
ing edges were mapped to SPI slave configurations.
This removed the need for additional hardware for
SPI slaves to alert masters of ready data, or for mas-
ter nodes to poll slaves for available data (since
SPI slaves cannot initiate communication). The ap-
proach also enabled the maximization of the time
that idle processing elements spend in a deep sleep
mode, reducing power consumption, as described
in Section 3.3. Due to the limited number of SPI
ports on each device (two hardware SPI ports are
available on the MSP430F2274), and the number of
outgoing edges at each node (two outgoing edges,
as can be seen in Figure 4), a software implemen-
tation of SPI over general purpose I/O (GPIO) pins
was employed for the second outgoing edge / incom-
ing edge pair. In Section 5, we show that compared
to the hardware-driven SPI interfaces, which achieve
data rates of up to 8 Mb/s in our implementation,
these software-driven links achieve lower but still re-
spectable data rates of up to 1 Mb/s. The mapping
of logical topology edges to hardware interfaces is
shown in Figure 5.

3.3 Low-power idling facilitated by net-
work topology

Due to the reactive nature of sensor network ap-
plications, computation resources spend a large frac-
tion of their time idle. This is true both for a sin-
gle processing element as is the case in most exist-
ing node platforms, as well as for multi-processing
platforms such as the Ladon module introduced in
this paper. It is therefore important to maximize the
amount of time that processing elements can spend
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Figure 5. Structural topology of the inter-
processor communication network in the

Ladon module.

in their lowest power sleep modes.
When employing multiple processing elements,

the communication scheme implementation will
have a direct impact on processor duty cycles. For ex-
ample, if the implemented scheme requires proces-
sors to remain active listening for incoming commu-
nications, then, even though processing power con-
sumption is usually a fraction of the system power
consumption (since in most platforms the processor
can be kept idle/sleeping most of the time), then the
processor power dissipation would become a con-
cern.

The mapping of the communication network
topology to the hardware implementation in Ladon
was specifically made to enable each processor to
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(a) Shortest path routing table assuming all links have the same
cost (speed).
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(b) Lowest-latency routing table, taking into account the mea-
sured performance of different classes of links in the Ladon inter-
connect.

Figure 6. Processor routing tables for shortest path routing. Each row is the 24-bit (three-byte)

complete routing table for the node whose label denotes the row. Light grey (dark grey) entries
correspond to picking neighbor with lower (higher) lexicographic label, out of the two outgoing

neighbors of each node. Diagonal entries (black) correspond to the path from a node to itself.

spend all of its idle time in its lowest power stop mode
(low power mode 4, “LPM4”). In this mode, all the
processor’s subsystems are shutdown, including its
clock generation modules, and it can only be woken
up from sleep by an external stimulus. It can however
resume active operation from this mode in less than
1µs, and can thus be automatically woken up upon
the initiation of incoming communications.

The goal of lowest-power idling is thus achieved by
mapping each directional edge in the network topol-
ogy to an SPI master-slave pair. Each SPI master gen-
erates the clock for the SPI slave, thus the commu-
nication can still occur even though the slave has
its clock generators disabled and is in deep sleep
mode [26]. For the SPI interfaces implemented in
software (dashed links in Figure 5), the interfaces are
mapped to I/O pins which are interrupt capable, thus
although software driven, can also be used for desti-
nation wakeup.

3.4 Unicast and broadcast communication

To support the execution of applications and sys-
tems software in a variety of programming models,
it is necessary to be able to achieve high speed com-
munications between the processing elements. One
aspect of this is the speed achieved on a single link (in
our case, on a single SPI master to slave connection).
Another aspect is the performance of communica-
tion across non-adjacent processors, and hence the

performance of routing of data across multiple hops.
Multiple algorithms exist for dynamically deter-

mining the next-hop in forwarding data along a
multi-hop path in Kautz networks, including long-
path or greedy routing, and shortest-path routing.
Both of these algorithms work based on the struc-
ture that exists in node labels in Kautz networks, and
are described in detail in the literature [17]. Despite
resulting in a larger number of hops than the mini-
mum (achieved by shortest-path routing), long-path
routing may still be of interest in some situations, as
it distributes traffic more evenly across the intercon-
nect.

For small network sizes, there is little incentive to
dynamically compute the address of the next hop,
since, for low degree networks, the routing table for
reaching all destinations can be represented very
compactly. For the 24-node topology employed in
Ladon, a table defining the next hop to all other
nodes is only 3 bytes — 24 one-bit entries indicat-
ing which of the node’s two outgoing edges yields the
shortest path next-hop for a given final destination.

The computed shortest path routing tables for
all nodes in the Ladon module’s interconnect topol-
ogy is shown in Figure 6(a), when assuming that all
links have the same performance. When account-
ing for the difference in speed between hardware-
and software-driven SPI links which will be shown
in Section 5, the lowest-cost routing table ob-
tained is that shown in Figure 6(b). In Figure 6,
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Figure 7. Logical topology of the shortest-
path spanning tree for broadcasts from the

Ladon module interface connector, via pro-

cessor with label 2020, to all 24 processors.

each row corresponds to the 24 1-bit entries for
a given node. Entries along the diagonal (black),
correspond to the path between a node and it-
self (no routing necessary). A 0 or light-grey box
(1 or dark-grey box) corresponds to the indication
of the lexicographically smaller (larger) outgoing
node label as the next hop on the shortest path to
the given destination. For example, greedy label-
based routing between 0121 and 2101 employs the
path 0121→1212→2121→1210→2101, a four-hop
path. In contrast, the shortest path route, which can
be obtained from the 3-byte routing table, is 0121→
12105 → 2101 — only two hops.

Broadcasts are an important communication pat-
tern that may result from a variety of programming
models mapped to the Ladon processor module.
They are also important in system configuration, e.g.,
in loading code updates to all processors.

Efficient broadcasts can be achieved by sending
data along the shortest path spanning tree rooted at
the broadcast initiator. For broadcasts of data com-
ing into the module to all nodes in the architecture,

5Since the corresponding entry in the table (Figure 6) at posi-
tion (0121, 2101) is 0 (light colored), the next hop to 2101 from
0121 (which has neighbors 1210 and 1212), is the neighbor with
lexicographically smaller label, 1210.

the entry point is the node with label 2020. The log-
ical spanning tree rooted at node 2020, computed
by Dijkstra’s algorithm and shown in Figure 7, does
not take into account the directed nature of edges
in the hardware implementation (SPI master-slave
relationships in the implementation). It can how-
ever be implemented by using the aforementioned
shortest-path routing to achieve the logical edges
shown in Figure 7. To maintain the restricted distri-
bution implied by the spanning tree, broadcast mes-
sages contain the address of the logical “next hop”
in the broadcast. Nodes receiving a broadcast (ex-
cept for the twelve leaf nodes in Figure 7) forward
incoming data along the shortest path to the logical
next hop, at which the content of the message is pro-
cessed, and the process repeated; the recursion bot-
toms out at the leaf nodes.

4 System implementation

The architecture described in the foregoing sec-
tions was implemented in a four-layer printed circuit
board (PCB) process, with two signal layers for inter-
connect routing, and two plane layers for power and
ground / shielding. In our initial implementation,
processing elements are only placed on one side of
the PCB, to simplify and reduce costs in the board as-
sembly process. Pictures of a prototype system are
shown in Figure 8. To facilitate the use of the design
as a reusable platform in actual deployments, it was
desired to achieve an implementation as small in size
as possible. This had influences in the choice of pro-
cessing element, as well as processor package, as pre-
viously mentioned in Section 3.2. (Similar processor
package size choice motivations have been reported
elsewhere in the recent literature [28].)

Communication and power interfaces to the mod-
ule are implemented using a low-profile 20-pin con-
nector. The interface (Figure 9) provides two power
rails (3.0 V and 1.8 V, the latter of which is currently
not used), a bi-directional data interface, and an in-
terface for debugging. Each processor in the system
must currently be programmed with a basic boot-
loader (and its node-specific three-byte routing ta-
ble), after which the system as a whole can be pro-
grammed using the normal data communication in-
terface.

The fully-assembled 24-processor module size is
53×102×3 mm, and with the use of more printed cir-
cuit board layers, e.g., migrating to a six-layer PCB,
and double-sided population of processors on the
PCB, the area can easily be halved. Other directions
for further reducing the size of the implementation
(other than the use of smaller-sized networks, or the
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(a) Top layer of PCB, with the 24 MSP430F2274 microcontrollers,
and portions of the interconnect.
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(b) Bottom layer of PCB, with most of the intercon-
nect, as well as the communication and power inter-
face connector.

Figure 8. Images of the Ladon processor

module implementation.
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Figure 9. Power, communication and debug-
ging interface specification for the Ladon

module connector.

Table 3. Component cost breakdown for
Ladon processing module.

Component Cost (USD)

Processing elements (TI MSP430F2274) 3.35 × 24
Passives (resistors, capacitors) 0.10 × 24
Interface connector 0.54 × 1

Printed circuit board 1.00 × 1

Total 84.34
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PIC24

AT91 ARM7
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Figure 10. Trends in peak performance ver-

sus cost for a selection of contemporary mi-

crocontrollers. The overlaid lines correspond
to the extrapolated cost-performance points

that would be attained when employing mul-

tiple processing elements of a given type.
Note the different rankings of the architec-

tures in terms of price-performance, as com-
pared with Figure 1 (idle-power versus per-

formance).

design of custom integrated circuits), is the migra-
tion to chip-scale packaging on a PCB, or to more
advanced packaging techniques such as system-in-
package (SiP), package-on-package (PoP) or redis-
tributed chip package (RCP) [6] technologies.

Table 3 provides a summary of the system costs
— the largest costs arise from the microcontrollers
(TI MSP430F2274). Due to the nature of the network
topology employed for the interconnect, smaller and
larger networks can be constructed with the same
node degree (number of outgoing links per proces-
sor). This directly impacts scalability of construct-
ing smaller or larger incarnations of the Ladon mod-
ule, as an identical per-node mapping of communi-
cation interfaces can be employed. Figure 10 shows
the trend in cost versus theoretical maximum in-
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struction throughput for several commercial embed-
ded processing elements. The actual achievable per-
formance will naturally vary, and Section 5 provides
a preliminary study of the performance achievable
with the Ladon module. We expect experience with
the platform, and the evolution of its system soft-
ware to lead to better evaluations and observed per-
formance with time.

5 System Evaluation

Several metrics are of interest in evaluating the
performance of the Ladon module. On one hand,
the system’s minimum power consumption when all
processing elements are idle determines whether the
goal of low idle power in comparison to a high per-
formance processor was met. On the other hand, the
peak performance of the system determines the util-
ity of the system in actually achieving the goal of a
performance-scalable architecture.

When inactive, all processing elements in the
Ladon module are in their lowest power mode, LPM4
on the MSP430F2274, and they dissipate as little as
0.1 µW each. Measurement of this sleep power con-
sumption for the MSP430F2274 has been presented
several times in the literature [25], and is not re-
peated here. Since the architecture takes advan-
tage of hardware and software resources built into
the MSP430F2274 to implement the communication
topology, there are no additional integrated circuits
in the hardware outside the processors, and thus no
additional source of power dissipation. Comparing
this idle power dissipation to those of contempo-
rary higher-performance microcontrollers, the entire
Ladon module with 24 processing elements has an
idle power dissipation over an order of magnitude
smaller than a low power ARM 7 (AT91SAM7S256),
and over two orders of magnitude smaller than the
lowest power mode of a low-power ARM 11 imple-
mentation (i.MX31), details of which are listed in Ta-
ble 1.

The dynamic power consumption, as well as the
performance achieved from the system, is dependent
on the application(s) being executed on the platform,
as well as the system software (such as any operat-
ing system) being employed. To study the perfor-
mance of the system in a more independent manner,
we study the system’s performance for a number of
important primitives that are independent of appli-
cation and operating system, but provide insight into
the system’s performance:

• Interconnect performance, in terms of the jitter
and signal distortion witnessed on the intercon-
nect lines, at various communication speeds.

• Communication performance (bits per second)
achieved with the hardware-driven as well as the
software-driven communication interfaces.

One technique to characterize the signal perfor-
mance of an interconnect is the use of an eye dia-
gram. Eye diagrams display a large collection of mea-
surements of the timing and signal quality properties
of low-to-high and high-to-low signal transitions on
an interconnect, on a single plot. They can be used
to study properties of the interconnect such as jit-
ter (fluctuations in time of arrival of data relative to
a time reference), data throughput, as well as signal
distortions. An eye diagram for an ideal intercon-
nect is a rectangle, whose left and right edges repre-
sent the quality of rising and falling signal edges, and
whose top and bottom represent logic 1 and logic 0
signal levels. The width of the box corresponds to a
bit period. In real systems, the width of the left and
right edges denote signal jitter, and the fluctuations
in the top and bottom indicate signal distortion. In
general, a more “open” eye is preferred to a “closed”
eye.

Figure 11 shows the eye diagrams measured on the
hardware, for a representative interconnect link in
the Ladon module, driven by the hardware SPI inter-
face. The hardware implementation permits speeds
of up to 8 Mb/s, with minimal jitter (14 ns) as well as
minimal signal distortion (about 1 V peak-to-peak),
as can be seen in Figure 11(d). The signal distortion
is small enough to clearly differentiate high and low
logic levels (i.e., the eye is “open”), but may further
be improved by adding termination resistors to the
interconnect traces in the hardware implementation;
this is one direction of our ongoing work.

For software driven links, the maximum speed we
achieve from our current implementation is 1 Mb/s.
The electrical properties of the software-driven links
are identical to those of the hardware-driven inter-
faces, and Figure 12 shows the eye-diagram for a
software-driven link at its maximum speed.

6 Summary and Future Directions

This paper presented the motivation, architec-
ture and implementation of Ladon, a 24-processor
module for use in wireless sensor network plat-
forms. Ladon achieves both ultra-low idle power
dissipation (under 10µW), as well as the potential
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(a) Eye diagram at 307 kb/s (b) Eye diagram at 5.7 Mb/s

Jitter

Distortion

Zero Crossing

(c) Eye diagram at 8.0 Mb/s

Figure 11. Eye diagrams showing the signaling performance on the printed circuit board. Perfor-

mance of up to 8 Mb/s is achieved with minimal jitter (14 ns). The observed “ringing” in the signal is

due to the choice not to employ signal termination for each communication link. It does not lead to
a “closing” of the eye, and thus the choice was an acceptable price/design complexity-performance

tradeoff.

Figure 12. Eye diagram showing the signaling

performance for software-driven SPI links.
The maximum data rate we achieve using

software-driven SPI is 1 Mb/s.

for computation throughput as high as 384 M in-
structions per second. The processors in the sys-
tem are interconnected in a high-performance net-
work topology in the form of a Kautz network. The
topology is mapped to a combination of hardware-
and software-driven serial peripheral interface (SPI)
communication links, with measured speeds of up to
8 Mb/s.

In addition to the low-level system software that
supports applications executing on Ladon modules
(bootloaders and packet forwarding handlers), we
are investigating the development of more compre-
hensive system software to better take advantage of
hardware resources. One possible direction is the use

of existing systems such as [8], and our experience
writing applications over our current low-level sys-
tem support infrastructure will likely provide further
insights into appropriate system software directions
for hardware platforms built using Ladon.
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